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A Year of SNAP Like No Other
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Every year, SNAP gets bigger and better and it’s all because of
you!
Unfortunately, last year, the handshakes, the hugs, the
hands held high to bid on works of exceptional modern and
contemporary photography were all absent when COVID-19
became a global public health concern. As we adapted
and changed with the pandemic, the safety of our patrons,
artists, staff and volunteers remained our top priority. That is
why we decided to cancel our annual event. An extra special
thanks to TD Bank Group and the TD Ready Commitment,
who maintained 100% of its financial support despite SNAP
not taking place. We are grateful to TD for its long-standing
commitment to our community, and all our sponsors, artists,
patrons and volunteers who make SNAP possible.
This year, we are excited to bring you SNAP@Home, an
amazing virtual event that allows you to bid high and bid
often – all from the comfort of your own home! Our Curatorial
Committee meticulously curated a wonderful Live and Silent
Auction collection for you. While SNAP looks different this year,
the talented artists and their breathtaking work, generously
donated to support those served at ACT... well, those things
remain the same.
SNAP@Home truly has something for everyone!
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Welcome to SNAP, a Fundraiser for ACT.
We are excited to bring you SNAP@Home, one of our
community's first virtual live auction events. We are grateful
to the contributing artists, galleries and our wonderful
Curatorial Committee who worked over 18 months to bring
you this fantastic collection.
Last year, with COVID-19 becoming a public health concern,
we unfortunately had to cancel SNAP, leading to a $150,000
decline in fundraising revenue.
In a year filled with challenges and uncertainty, one thing
remained constant – our determination to be there for our
community.

Message from ACT's
Executive Director

Our generous donor community empowered us to pivot,
providing phone and virtual online support for those in need.
Mental health support, including counselling helps to tackle
the increased feelings of isolation brought on by being apart
from family and loved ones. Providing online social support
for women and young people living with HIV has helped
meet the challenges of connecting with others during this
pandemic.
It's your support of SNAP@Home that ensures this work can
continue. It ensures our programs and services remain FREE
for those in need. Bidding in the Live and Silent Auctions is
a game-changer in the lives of people living with HIV and
those at increased risk.
Thank you in advance for your bids, your art purchases and
you donations to SNAP@Home. You provide vital support
to the community's living with and affected by the other
pandemic our community has grappled with for 40 years HIV and AIDS.
For this, we can't thank you enough.
Now let the bidding begin!
John Maxwell
Executive Director, ACT

HIV does not discriminate; it affects people from everywhere
and from all backgrounds. To ensure a brighter future for all
Canadians, it is crucial that we work together towards zero
new HIV infections. Events like SNAP not only help raise the
necessary funds to support ACT's programs but also provide
a platform for our diverse communities to come together in a
collective effort to drive the conversation and change lives.
ACT can be proud of the dedication and incredible work and
of its staff and volunteers towards a more inclusive today and
tomorrow.

Message from
TD Bank Group

When people feel confident about their health, they can
feel more confident about their future. Helping to create
the conditions so everyone has the chance to succeed
and participate fully in what the future has to offer is a
responsibility we take to heart at TD. That's why we support
ACT through the TD Ready Commitment, our global
corporate citizenship platform, aimed at opening doors
to a more inclusive and sustainable tomorrow. ACT works
tirelessly to provide education, outreach and support to
those living with, and affected by HIV and has been doing so
for decades.

Please enjoy this event and the beautiful artwork. As always,
the Curatorial Committee has put together an incredible
collection by leading artists in the field of contemporary
photography. Every space deserves great art, so let's make
sure we find a wonderful home for all the work in this year's
auction. Please bid high, bid often, and let's work together
towards zero new HIV infections!
Andrea Barrack
Global Head, Sustainability
and Corporate Citizenship
TD Bank Group
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Now more than ever, support from community and SNAP
patrons like you is critical. Here is some of what your support
will make possible during this COVID-19 pandemic:
•

Positive Youth Outreach (PYO) – A program for young
people between the ages of 16 – 29 living with HIV to
connect, strengthen bonds and have fun with their
peers.

Your support creates more access for young people to
connect and build community virtually during a lockdown.
It will also ensure a smooth transition back to in-person
support when it is safe to do so.
•

Expanded Online Counselling and Group Support
.– Anxiety and depression, substance use and body
image. These myriad of issues are heightened by
the feelings of loneliness & isolation brought on by
COVID-19 that our ACT counsellors & group facilitators
work through with clients.

Your support empowers cis and trans gay, bi, queer men,
women and young people to tackle and overcome these
challenges and build resilience to get through this ongoing
health crisis.
•

Women’s Online Programming – Empowering HIVpositive women to get support and connect with each
other, especially during a time of physical and social
distancing.

Your support strengthens the bond between women living
with HIV and provides them a safe, welcoming space to
connect, learn and get support regarding their mental,
emotional and physical health and well-being.

Your
Impact

The community served by ACT has been disproportionately
impacted by COVID-19. Mental and emotional well-being
can have detrimental impact on one's overall health when
living with HIV.
Your support continues to help meet these challenges. Thank
you for YOUR IMPACT on people living with HIV and those at
increased risk during this ongoing health crisis.
Promote Health • Build Community • End HIV and AIDS

During the virtual Live Auction, you will have an opportunity
to make an impact with a direct donation to support ACT's
programs and services during the ACT Lot (Lot 24)
Our Virtual Event Centre will give you the opportunity to make
donations valued at $1,000, $500 and $250.
A donation of $1,000 provides up to 20 one-on-one counselling
sessions for clients managing substance use or in need of
mental health support during this challenging time. Now that's
impact!
You will also receive a tax receipt for the full value of your
donation.
Missed your opportunity during the ACT Lot? No worries! You
can make your donation with a single click during the remainder
of the auction evening. You can also donate in advance by
contacting Jason Patterson at jpatterson@actoronto.org.

ACT Lot (Lot 24)
& Adopt-a-Lot Support

Become an ACT Lot Donor

Donors who contribute in advance will have their name
displaced on the Virtual Event Centre. All donors to the ACT Lot
during the event will have their name appear LIVE during the
broadcast. Now that is cool!
Thank You
Recognizing Adopt-a-Lot Matching Donors
Thank you to the following donors who have generously made
matching donations equal to the estimated value of lots in
the Live Auction.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timothy Thompson - Lot 6 by John Ferri and Lot 28 by Martine Côté
Rob Howe - Lot 9 by Matthew Plexman
Daniel Holland & Shu Qing Wang - Lot 11
Brad Berg & Brian Rolfes - Lot 12 by Dany Custodio
David Deslauriers & Nicolas Diaz - Lot 25 by Patrick J. Adams
David Deslauriers & Nicolas Diaz - Lot 30
Llana Nakonechny - Lot 29 by Laurence Philomene
La Fondation Emmanuelle Gattuso - Lot 32 by Ned Pratt and Lot 43
by Alice Zilderberg

Interested in learning more about becoming an Adopt-a-Lot Matching
Donor? Please contact Jason Patterson at
jpatterson@actoronto.org
7
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Conditions of Sale
Each lot contains an estimated market value obtained from
sources SNAP believes to be reliable, but no representation
or warranty as to the actual resale value of any work being
auctioned is made or implied. The estimated value is intended
as a guide to assist you in your bidding. All lots are being offered
subject to a reserve, which is the confidential price below which
the lot will not be sold.
General Rules for Live and Silent Auction
All sales are final. No purchases can be returned, refunded,
or exchanged. All property is sold as is, as exhibited. If the
final purchase price of a Curatorial Collection item is equal to
or greater than 125% of the estimated value of the item, the
purchaser will be issued a charitable tax receipt by ACT for the
difference between the estimated value and the selling price.
Successful bidders in the Live Auction will pay for their purchases
and donations through the checkout of our Virtual Event Center.
Following the Live Auction, please click to your basket and
complete your purchase. Any items left in a successful bidder’s
basket will be charged to the bidder’s card on file the following
day at 3 pm Visa, Mastercard and American express cards are
accepted. No HST or auction commission is applicable.
SNAP reserves the right to withdraw any work of art at any time
before the actual sale.

Auction
Information

ACT makes no warranties or representation of any kind or
nature with respect to any work of art including, but not limited
to, any representation or warranty of description, genuineness,
attribution, provenance, or physical condition, nor as to the right
of reproduction, if any. Bidders and purchasers may not rely
upon any statement of ACT, oral or otherwise, other than as set
forth in these conditions of sale.
Live Auction
All bids per lot as numbered, unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale.
All bidders must be registered to bid and provide a valid credit
card number. If your bid is successful, your credit card will be
charged unless alternative arrangements are made prior to the
auction. Title to the offered lot will then pass to you, and you
will thereupon assume full risk and responsibility for the work
purchased by you.

In the event of any dispute between bidders, a missed bid, or in
the event of doubt as the validity of any bid, the auctioneer will
have, at their discretion, the final authority either to determine
the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the work in
dispute.

Auction
Information

If the auctioneer determines that any opening bid is not
commensurate with the estimated value of the work offered,
he may reject same and withdraw the work from sale, and, if
having acknowledged an opening bid, he decides that any
advance thereafter is insufficient, he may reject the advance
and withdraw the work from sale.

If any dispute arises after auction, ACT’s record of the auction
proceedings shall be conclusive.
Silent Auctions
Bidders in the Silent Auction are required to register for a free
account with Waddington’s Auctioneers & Appraisers, host of
the Online Silent Auction. Registered bidders will be subject
to specific SNAP Terms & Conditions, which are available on
the Waddington’s Website. Bidding will begin on March 14
and conclude on the evening of March 20 (see Waddington’s
website for specific closing time and Overtime bidding
information). Each lot will be assigned an opening bid,and bid
increments will automatically increase with each successive
bid. Successful bidders will have the highest bid when the
auction (or Overtime bid period, where applicable) closed,
and will be called within two weeks following the close of the
Silent Auction by the SNAP Team to collect payment by credit
card and confirm delivery address. Lots 3-43 will be delivered
by UPS directly from our print and mounting partner, Black’s.
Winning bids are subject to a 10% Buyers Premium (all of which
benefits ACT) and a delivery charge of $20 per lot will be added
to the final cost for Lots 4-43.
Pick-Up
All works must be paid for as outlined above. ACT is not
responsible for acts or omissions of carriers or packers of
purchased lots, whether or not recommended by it. Packing
and handling of purchased lots are at the entire risk of the
purchaser. Patrons who spend $2,500 or greater will receive
complimentary delivery. Otherwise, a fee of $75 will be charged
by museumpros art services inc. for art delivery within Toronto
and Toronto suburbs for Silent Auction Lots 1-3 and all Live
Auction Lots.
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The SNAP
Limited Edition Collection
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This Limited Edition Collection comes to us from the
imagination of Alex McLeod, a photographer whose works
have graced SNAP before. Alex is an artist based in Toronto.
His work is an exploration on the idea of interconnected
matter, represented through digital renderings. He has
exhibited works internationally over the past decade
including The Whitney Museum of American Art and the
Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art.
"STARS" is a variable edition print of a landscape. Each of
the fifteen editions features a different colorway, reflecting a
supernatural interpretation of our natural world. Metallic balls
float above the forest as stars, magic, or energies from other
worlds.
20” x 20” each
Print on Epson Hot Press paper
Framed using Artglass
Price: $700 per print
The three lots above are still available,
but they won’t be for long! Contact Matt
O'Donnell, Special Events Coordinator
for ACT at modonnell@actoronto.org to
secure yours today!
The Limited Edition Collection is printed
& framed through in-kind support from
Akasha Art Projects.
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We began the process of viewing artwork and curating this
collection way back in 2019. We revealed our selections in
early 2020, and were crestfallen when, almost immediately,
the pandemic put our auction plans on hold.
In the months that followed, we resolved to find the silver lining
and bolster our collection with five additional beautiful pieces.
We are humbled by the generosity and patience of all the
artists who donated their work to be a part of this important
and unprecedented event and allowing to curate a collection
that represents some of the finest pieces in the photographic
fine art medium today.
It is the absolute pleasure of the SNAP Curatorial Committe to
bring to you the SNAP@home Virtual Live Auction Collection.
SNAP Curatorial Committee Members:
Sonja Scharf - Chair
Photogorapher; co-owner,
Akasha Art Projects

Sara Knelman
Executive Director, Two
Rivers Gallery

Erica Chi
Art Administrator, TD Bank
Corporate Art Collection

Clare Mintzer
Arts Administrator

Simon Clements
Lawyer, Collector

Curatorial
Committee

Rita Godlevskis
Publisher & Editor,
PhotoED Magazine

Melanie Trojkovic
Gallery Associate,
Bau-Xi Gallery

Live Auction
Preview

Lot 14
Garden Party
Joshua Jensen-Nagle

Lot 44
Bear with It
Alice Zilberberg

Lot 26
Against the dying of the light
Lucas Murnaghan

Lot 21
I Saw All This Continue On
Finn O’Hara
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Yellow with Flowers
Jimmy Limit
2 of 3 +1 AP | 2016
24" x 24"
Digital Print
jimmylimit.com

Lot 1

Est. value: $1,000

Originally part of a site-specific project
installed in the window of a vacant
Kitchener storefront, ‘Yellow with Flowers’
was employing commercial product
photography, marketing and presentation
techniques using objects from businesses
near the installation site or which make
reference to the site’s utility.

Lot 2

Chaos Ball
Fausta Facciponte
2 of 9 | 2017
37" x 37"
Digital Print
Represented by
Stephen Bulger Gallery
Est. value: $2,500

The Chaos Series explores the use of
disorder, uncertainty, chaos, volatility
and error towards regeneration and new
order. Harnessing the energy of transitional
states, the work wavers between progress
and collapse.
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DREAM COLLECTION
Tony Koukos
Open Edition | 2019
32" x 48"
Print on Brushed Di-bond/
Aluminum
tonykoukos.com

Lot 3

Est. value: $1,600

Tony Koukos finds inspiration through
travel. His "Dream" series began while
the artist was lying in a long-tail boat,
staring at the sky, off the coast of Koh Phi
Phi Island in Thailand.

Lot 4

When I Think Of Love
Laura Jane Petelko
1 of 5 | 2018
30" x 46"
C-print
laurajanepetelko.com
Est. value: $3,500

The series "Endless Gone" explores
memory and mood from a sensory
perspective. With details undefined and
unassigned to a time or place, Laura
Jane Petelko seeks essence, light,
colour and movement.
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New Order No. 01:
Grotezaal
Miles Gertler
4 of 5 | 2015
21.5" x 21.5"
Digital Collage on Cotton
Paper
Represented by
Corkin Gallery

Lot 5

Est. value: $4,000

‘New Order No. 01: Grotezaal’ is inspired by
early morning moments of buildings, before
the structures are occupied with offices,
agents and institutional regimes. A trained
architect, Gertler’s digital collage flattens
the photograph into an architectural
document—the elevation—that renders the
construct as an orthographic drawing.

Lot 6

A Space Between
John Ferri
1 of 6 | 2019
36" x 24"
Digital Print
Represented by
2gallery
johnferri.com
Est. value: $2,000

John Ferri’s photo-based works mix street
photography and collage to achieve
unusual perspectives with graphic impact.
Ferri is fascinated by the choreography
of walking: how people move and carry
themselves can be as distinctive as a
fingerprint.

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Timothy Thompson
19
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Holding on Through the Grief
Kali Spitzer
1 of 5 | 2019
8" x 10"
C-Print
kalispitzer.photoshelter.com

Lot 7

Est. value: $450

Indigenous, Femme, Queer
photographer Kali Spitzer ignites
the complex histories within
which we exist, passed down
through trauma inflicted/received
by our ancestors. This image
is a self-portrait taken with a
friend, and speaks of healing
and reconciliation, resilience and
reframing the harms caused by
colonization.

Lot 8

King & Bay, looking west
Duncan C. McLean
Unique Print for SNAP | 2017
28" x 22"
Digital Print
duncancmclean.com

Duncan C. McLean has been
experimenting with digital imagery
since the mid-1980s. His work
explores ultra-low resolution
photographs and their interplay with
the grid of modern architecture,
most often the towers of Toronto's
Financial District.

Est. value: $1,200
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Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Rob Howe

Cape Norman,
Newfoundland, 2013
Matthew Plexman
1 of 10 | 2013
30" x 68"
Digital Print
Represented by
2gallery
matthewplexman.com

Lot 9

Est. value: $3,000

Matthew Plexman’s ‘Cape Norman,
Newfoundland, 2013,’ is from a series of
180-degree panoramic photographs.
Fascinated with humanity's relationship
with nature, Plexman seeks out remote
areas where human constructs intersect
with wilderness, building a body of
panoramic work that mimics our peripheral
vision.

Lot 10

Night Embrace
Steven Nederveen
Unique Print for SNAP | 2019
36" x 36"
Mixed Media on Panel
Represented by
Bau-Xi Gallery
Est. value: $5,000

Steven Nederveen's work deals
with the passage of time, a theme
stemming from his practice of
meditation. Moments of clarity
lead the artist to draw connections
between the natural environment
and spirituality through a creative
process that combines painting and
photography.
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Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Daniel Holland & Shu Qing Wang

An emerging Toronto-based
photographer, Jordan Browne’s
work focuses on the nude body and
the ways in which body language
and gesture communicate emotion.
This photograph emerged from a
series that explores notions of gay
male desire.

Untitled
Jordan Browne
1 of 7 | 2016
20" x 30"
Digital Print
jordan-browne.com

Lot 11

Est. value: $750

Lot 12

Hydrangea, Hosta, Black
Eyed Susan' from the series
"Flower Carpets/Tapetes
Floridos"
Danny Custodio
2 of 7 | 2019
30" x 30"
Archival Pigment Print
dannycustodio.com
Est. value: $1,500

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Brad Berg & Brian Rolfes

This piece from Danny Custodio’s
“Flower Carpets/Tapetes Floridos”
series reinterprets the tradition of
lining cobblestone streets in São
Miguel Island, Portugal for festivals
and celebrations. A secondgeneration Portuguese-Canadian,
Custodio uses flowers and foliage
from the Niagara region to reflect on
this Azores tradition.
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Hair!
Curtiss Randolph
2 of 5 | 2018
39.5" x 31.5"
C-Print
curtissrandolph.com

Lot 13

Est. value: $1,100

‘Hair!’ shows a woman having her hair
being touched while not noticing. This
situation (as exaggerated as it is) is a
common joke amongst women of color as
their curly hair is seen as a novelty, and is
often the source of questions such as, "can
I touch it?"

Lot 14

A part of Joshua Jensen-Nagle's
ongoing series “Pieces of You,” which
magnifies the works of internationally
acclaimed creatives. ‘Garden Party’
is a detail from Antoni Gaudi's iconic
mosaics at Park Güell, Barcelona.

Garden Party
Joshua Jensen-Nagle
2 of 7 | 2019
23" x 23"
Digital Print
Represented by
Bau-Xi Gallery
Est. value: $3,500
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Lot 15

Sara Angelucci’s work explores
vernacular photographs and films,
analyzing the original context in which
images are made, pointing to its social
and historic conditions. The patterns in
this image are life size scans of men's
suit patterns from Coppley Apparel's
archive from the 1960s to the 1980s.

Coppley Patterns (DM)
Sara Angelucci
2 of 12 | 2017
18" x 25"
Digital Print
Represented by
Stephen Bulger Gallery
Est. value: $2,800

Represented by
EYE BUY ART
Est. value: $3,250

Lot 16

Magnolia & Robin Eggs
Kristin Sjaarda
3 of 10 | 2018
32" x 48"
C-Print

Kristin Sjaarda's photos capture her
kitchen and garden, her subjects often
flowers she has tended herself. A
reflection of her Dutch grandmother’s
family heritage and Toronto, the city that
she lives in, the works are presented at
larger-than-life scale to render these
fragile subjects powerful and immersive.
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Deep Waters
Ryan Van Der Hout
2 of 15 | 2018
16" x 16"
Laser Cut Pigment Print
with Gold Leaf
ryanvanderhout.com

Lot 17

Est. value: $1,500

From below a screen of rippling water, a
gold mass rises through precise, geometric
perforations in this mixed media image
by Ryan Van Der Hout. Gold leaf behind
a laser cut black and white photograph
creates the illusion of depth.

Lot 18

Prada Marfa Redux
Jordan Nahmias
5 of 30 | 2018
13.75" x 24"
Digital Print
jordannahmias.com
Est. value: $600

‘Prada Marfa’ is a permanent
installation by artists Elmgreen and
Dragset in Texas. Jordan Nahmias’s
image captures a passing car at this
surreal site. Nahmias is a photographer
and lawyer who works with
photography to investigate memory
and nostalgia.
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Tilting Storm
Ella Morton
2 of 5 | 2018
24" x 30"
Digital Print
ellamorton.com

Lot 19

Est. value: $750

‘Tilting Storm,’ from the series
“Dissolving Landscape III,” was created
during an artist residency at Fogo
Island, Newfoundland. The image uses
the mordançage process, in which
intentional degradation is created by
chemically bleaching the print, and
lifting the black areas of the emulsion
away from the paper.

Lot 20

Echo Park
George Byrne
3 of 5 | 2017
41.5" x 41.5"
Digital Print
Represented by
Bau-Xi Gallery

George Byrne creates large-scale
photographs depicting architectural
surfaces and landscapes as painterly
abstractions. Borrowing from the clean,
vivid clarity of modernist painting, he
references the New Topographics
photography movement.

Est. value: $4,650
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I Saw All This Continue On
Finn O'Hara
1 of 7 +1 AP | 2016
45" x 60"
C-Print

Lot 21

finnohara.com
Est. value: $7,500

From the "Size Matters" series, this piece
brings together work by painter Steve
Driscoll and photographer Finn O’Hara. The
process of photographing art is laid bare, a
sense of practicality abandoned for wit and
Guerrilla-style set making. The work was a
feature exhibition at the McMichael gallery.

Lot 22

Untitled
Heidi Leverty
2 of 10 | 2019
28" x 60"
Digital Print
heidileverty.com
Est. value: $3,200

Expired condoms found at a recycling plant
in Toronto inspire Heidi Leverty’s piece.
Leverty focuses on the transient state
between refuse and recycling; in her works
bales of shredded paper, cartons, boxes
of plastics, twisted coils of tin and meshed
wire become beautiful abstractions.
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Lot 23

Peter Andrew Lusztyk’s “Collectible”
series offers a macro level
exploration of coins, bills and stamps.
Presented at an enlarged scale, the
two dollar bill appears surreal.

$2 (EGB7358224)
Peter Andrew Lusztyk
Unique Production for SNAP |
2020
36" x 72"
Digital Print
peterandrew.ca
Est. value: $3,500

Click the button in our Virtual Event Centre and help
make a difference!

Lot 24
ACT Lot

Your support of the ACT Lot at SNAP makes an
immediate impact on programs and services for people
at increased risk, or living with HIV.

Here’s what your donations achieve:
$1,000
Provides complete meals and transportation subsidies
for one of ACT’s 8-week support groups for cis and
trans gay, bi, queer men managing anxiety and
depression, loneliness or substance use.
$500
Provides up to 10 one-on-one counselling sessions for
people living with HIV or concerned about HIV through
ACT’s community or in-house counselling program.
$250
Provides safer sex kits and sexual health information for
50 people at risk of HIV.
Thank you for your generous bids!

*charitable tax receipts will be provided for all eligible donation bids.
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Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
David Deslauriers & Nicolas Diaz

Tired
Patrick J. Adams
20 of 75 | 2011
31.4" x 47"
Lambda Print
Represented by
LUMAS Gallery

Lot 25

Est. value: $1,599

Best known for his role on TV's "Suits,"
Patrick J Adams has long been a
passionate photographer. From Toronto to
California, the desert to the water, on film
sets and in the blur that exists between, his
pictures reflect fragments of the ordinary
that illuminate his every day, often with a
dry, humorous perspective.

Lot 26

Against the dying of the light
Lucas Murnaghan
3 of 8 | 2018
50" x 40"
C-Print
lucasmurnaghan.com
Est. value: $3,000

Orthopedic surgeon and
underwater photographer Lucas
Murnaghan explores emotion
and vulnerability by challenging
himself and his subjects through the
experience of being submerged
underwater. ‘Against the dying of
the light’ was captured in the fresh
waters of Lynn Canyon in B.C.
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Composed 13
Virginia Mak
2 of 13 | 2018
28" x 28"
C-Print
Represented by
Bau-Xi Gallery

Lot 27

Est. value: $2,700

Virginia Mak’s characteristic work is
recognizable by its soft focus, disrupting
the boundaries between painting and
photography.

Lot 28

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Timothy Thompson

Portrait # 003 | Québec,
Canada, 2016, -15°C
Martine Côté
4 of 9 | 2016
29 ⅛'' x 29 ⅛''
Digital Print

Regrettably, changes in agricultural
economy contribute to the demise
of these striking rural architectural
monuments. Martine Côté feels an
urgency to document them before
they disappear.

martinecotegallery.com
Est. value: $1,500
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Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
Llana Nakonechny

Self Portrait on Black Rocks,
Huldufólk, Iceland
Laurence Philomene
Unique Print for SNAP | 2019
30" x 40"
Digital Print
laurencephilomene.com

Lot 29

Est. value: $1,000

This image looks at the Icelandic
folklore of Huldufólk ("Hidden people")
in relation to Laurence Philomene’s
body as a non-binary person. This
self-portrait was captured in the
landscape of shifting tectonic plates,
heavy winds and constant change,
and explores the idea of [a] trans
body as a natural body.

Lot 30

Trafalgar
Moira Ness
1 of 3 | 2017
24" x 36"
Digital Print
‘Trafalgar’ is from Moira Ness’s series,
“Nightscapes,” reveals rarely-seen and
unknown landscapes. Philosophically
inspired, Ness’s photographs convey a
mystical message.

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
David Deslauriers & Nicolas Diaz

Represented by
2gallery
moiraness.com
Est. value: $1,200
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Samuel Choisy has described his
piece from the "Echoes" series as a
"slow-dance around his subject with
a camera on long exposure." Paper
cutouts lit by dance club strobe lights
create recordings of movements,
shapes and light.

Echoes #7
Samuel Choisy
2 of 7 | 2018
18" x 24"
Digital Print
samuelchoisy.com

Lot 31

Est. value: $550

Lot 32

Bellevue
Ned Pratt
5 of 7 | 2018
33" x 46.25"
C-Print
Represented by
Nicholas Metivier Gallery
Est. value: $8,000

Newfoundlander Ned Pratt has an innate
understanding of his province’s beautiful
but harsh landscape. His playful use of
perspective and vantage point transform
photographs of familiar landmarks into
elegant abstractions.

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
La Fondation Emmanuelle Gattuso
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Cambré
Karolina Kuras
1 of 9 | 2018
24" x 30"
Digital Print
karolinakuras.com

Lot 33

Est. value: $1,000

Karolina Kuras' "Cambré" features Brendan
Saye, Principal dancer of The National
Ballet of Canada. As a specialist in dance
and fashion photography, Toronto based
Kuras has worked to international acclaim.  

Lot 34

Brown and Blue Sky

Cool Hand of a Girl Chairs

Pink Dahlia

Nova Scotia Bay Bisected

Chris Shepherd
1 of 10 | 2019
20" x 20" each
C-Print

After an accident with
his hard drive, Chris
Shepherd re-imagined
his lost images in this new
series, "Misremembered".
Here Shepherd considers
the human tendency to
manufacture memory
through a series of
fragmented photographs.

chrisshepherd.net
Represented by
Bau-Xi Gallery
Cumulative est. value: $4,795

SNAP is honoured to offer
these four 20" x 20" images
from Chris Shepherd as a
single Lot.
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Box Brownie
Bob Carnie
2 of 5 | 2015
18" x 26"
Hand coated Multiple Tone
Gum Bichromate over
Palladium on Rag Paper

Lot 35

Est. value: $2,225

Bob Carnie’s ‘Box Brownie’ comes from
a series of photographs of consumed
objects. Carnie is interested in the North
American obsession with are obsessed
with collecting, and the works both
honour and reflect upon our culture of
consumption. Bob Carnie is a renowned
photographic printer in Toronto.

Lot 36

Jason Perreault is a Toronto–based
emerging photographer who works at
the intersection of fine art and fashion
photography, producing images that deal
honestly and sensitively with sex, queer
representation, and gender fluidity.

Grief 01
Jason Perreault
1 of 7 | 2017
32" x 18"
Digital Print
jasonperreault.com
Est. value: $1,500
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Are You Alone
Caitlin Cronenberg
1 of 15 | 2018
20" x 30"
C-Print
caitlincronenberg.com

Lot 37

Est. value: $2,850

What does heartbreak look like? In "The
Endings" photographer Caitlin Cronenberg
with art director Jessica Ennis recruited
Hollywood actresses’ — including Julianne
Moore and Keira Knightley — gave them
backstories about breakups, infidelities
and other romantic catastrophes, and
documented the resulting moments.

Lot 38

In The Dollhouse, The Affair, 2012
Dina Goldstein
Medium Edition 1 of 10 | 2012
35" x 44"
Digital Print
dinagoldstein.com
Est. value: $5,000

After decades of imposed partnership, Barbie
and Ken are taking a hard look at their lives
within the dollhouse walls. Ken embraces
his particular kinks and is liberated. Barbie
stubbornly and stylishly conservative is
destroyed. The tableau sequential narrative
plays out in this 10 part series. Dina Goldstein
is an independent artist focusing on largescale productions of nuanced Narrative
photography. Highly conceptual and complex
social commentary; incorporating cultural
archetypes and iconography from the
collective common imagination with narratives
inspired by the human condition.
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May ('12 seasons' ) from the series Woodlands
Becky Comber
Unique | 2020
22" x 22"
Other
beckycomber.com
Est. value: SEE WEBSITE

Lot 39

The piece 'May' is from Becky’s series titled 12 seasons, which is a work of
12 pieces depicting a document from each month of the year focusing on
the subtle seasonal shifts of her home region. May includes the delightful
yellow dogtooth violet, the first greens/flower to emerge in the spring.
Becky Comber is an artist and photographer. She constructs intricate
vignettes of the natural landscape incorporating digital composites and
handcut techniques to study and breakdown the cycles of the ecosystem.
Her dense constructions are brought to life through detailed execution and
depth of the physical displays. Her work has been exhibited and published
internationally, and is held in the permanent collections of both corporate
and provincial institutions. She lives and works in Grey County.
***PLEASE NOTE: The work '12 Seasons' (including this piece, May) will be
included in an exhibition of works from Woodlands at the Tom Thompson
Art Gallery later this year, as well as at the Smokestack Gallery in
Hamilton's cotton factory. As such, the winning bidder will be required to
loan the piece back to the artist from September, 2021-January, 2022.***

Lot 40

Doyers Street North,
New York Chinatown
Morris Lum
1 of 10 | 2019
20" x 24"
Digital Print
morrislum.ca
Est. value: $1,000

This image is a visual record of the
cityscapes in which Morris highlights
historical and contemporary cultural fixtures
such as small mom and popshops, Chinese
restaurants, and community organizations.
His aim is to focus and direct attention
towards the functionality of Doyers St in NYC
Chinatowns. Morris Lum is a Trinidadian
born artist whose work explores the
hybrid nature of the Chinese-Canadian
community through photography, form and
documentary practices. Morris is currently
working on a cross North America project
that looks specifically at the transformation
of the Chinatowns.
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Kusama
Sarah Dinnick
4 of 5 | 2011
30" x 40"
Other
Represented by
United Contemporary

Lot 41

Est. value: SEE WEBSITE

KUSAMA is part of an ongoing series called
MUSEUM where Sara Dinnick photographs
the quiet, contemplative spaces that hold
and exhibit art. In this series she documents
the interplay between architecture, art and
viewer. This work was photographed at the
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía
in Madrid. Sarah Dinnick is a Canadian
photographer and visual communicator.
Her work has been exhibited in numerous
group and solo shows in Canada and the
US and is included in several corporate art
collections.

davidburdeny.com
Est. value: $5,700

This is from the Salt series - aerial
photographs made over salt evaporation
pounds in Utah and Western Australia.
The colours are real and represent various
degrees of salinity. David Burdeny (b. 1968.
Winnipeg, Canada) graduated with a
Masters in Architecture and Interior Design
and spent the early part of his career
practicing in his field before establishing
himself as a photographer.

Lot 42

Saltern Study 05,
Great Salt Lake, UT
David Burdeny
6 of 7 | 2015
32" x 32"
Digital Print
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Root Cellar # 29, Blow-MeDown Lane, Twillingate,
Newfoundland, Canada,
2018
Richard Johnson
2 of 6 | 2018
24" x 30"
Digital Print
richardjohnson.ca

Lot 43

Est. value: $2,500

Richard Johnson is best known for his
serialized projects, including his decade
long study documenting ice fishing huts.
‘Root Cellar # 29, Blow-Me-Down Lane,
Twillingate, Newfoundland,’ is from a new
project that follows a similar search for
revelations quintessential “Canadianness.”
Working with a large format 4x5 view
camera, he has developed a visual style
shared by mid-century masters Bernd and
Hilla Becher, where domestic structures are
recorded as portraiture. Trained in interior
design and engineering, Johnson is also
one of Canada’s preeminent architecture
photographers.

Lot 44

Adopt-a-Lot Matching Support
Generously donated by
La Fondation Emmanuelle Gattuso

Bear with It
Alice Zilberberg
1 of 12 | 2019
40" x 42"
Digital Print
alicezilberberg.com
Est. value: $3,300

Alice Zilberberg crafts digital montages
as an expression of self-therapy, finding
calm from busy urban life in images of
animals. Zilberberg is an internationally
acclaimed, award-winning artist. Born in
Tallinn, Estonia, and raised in Israel, she
currently resides in Toronto.
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The SNAP Curatorial Committee and ACT would like to
acknowledge the tremendous support of the following
galleries, who responded to our calls for submissions with
considerate kindness and support.
2gallery
256 Main Street West
Picton, ON
2gallery.ca
Bau-Xi
350 Dundas Street West
Toronto ON
bau-xi.com
Corkin Gallery
7 Tank House Lane
Toronto ON
corkinggallery.com
EYE BUY ART
eyebuyart.com

Gallery Parnters

LUMAS Gallery
159 Yorkville Ave
Toronto ON
lumas.ca
Nicholas Metivier Gallery
190 Richmond Street East
Toronto ON
metiviergallery.com
Stephen Bulger Gallery
1026 Queen Street West
Toronto ON
bulgergallery.com
United Contemporary
1444 Dupont Street #22
Toronto, ON
Unitedcontemporary.com

Plan ahead for your vacation of a lifetime and experience
the wonders of Thailand.
Valid through April 2023, your dream Thailand experience
offers you a taste of two of the countries most dynamic
locations. The bustling metropolis of Bangkok and the island
oasis of Phuket.
Your unforgettable Thailand experience includes:
• Two round-trip tickets (economy) from Toronto to Bangkok
• Seven (7) nights in 5-star accommodations with breakfast
in two beautiful locations
› Three (3) nights stay in Bangkok
› Four (4) nights stay in Phuket
• Two round-trip domestic flight tickets (economy) between
Bangkok and Phuket
• Private land transportation for two in Thailand
• One private photography/art-based excursion during
your trip
Terms & Conditions:
• Package is for two people travelling together, sharing
one room
• Valid travel dates: April 1, 2021 to April 1, 2023
• Others conditions apply

Wonders of Thailand Package

Experience the Wonders of Thailand
Valued @ $7,000

Sign Up to Bid on the Wonders of Thailand Package
Click Live Auction Sign Up at SNAP-Toronto.com
Bidding will close at 11 pm on Thursday, March 25th.

Thanks to our Focus Sponsors
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Bid through Waddingtons.ca March 14th to 20th
While many aspects of SNAP were postponed due to the
pandemic, the one activity that went forward in 2020 was
our annual Photo Competition. We asked photographers of
all levels to submit their SNAPs to the theme of ‘Together in
Isolation’. The resulting collection explores the emotional
impact of not only the pandemic but also a period of social
and political unrest not seen in North America in generations.
We are incredibly proud of the amazing collection that we
have put together, and we hope that you’re excited for the
opportunity to bring some of these breathtaking images
home with you!
We would like to thank all of the tremendously talented artists
that submitted their work, as well as the dedicated group of
people who served on this year’s Photo Competition Jury!

2021 Silent Auction Collection
Together in Isolation

Photo Competition Jury
Ellen Davidson
Dimensions Custom
Framing & Gallery

Wendy Palmer
Dimensions Custom
Framing & Gallery

Rita Godlevskis
Publisher & Editor,
PhotoED Magazine

Patrick Lightheart
Designer and Artist

We encourage you to visit snap-toronto.com to see the full
Silent Auction Collection!

Photo Competition Winners Printing,
mounting and framing supported by

Photo Competition Selects
Printing and mounting
sponsored by

Silent Auction Hosted by

Lot SA01

Vinculo
Russel Monk
32 1/8" x 32 1/8"
Baryta Fine Art Print,
Custom Reveal Frame in
Aged Steel

Jim P Shea Award for Best Overall Submission,
Sponsored by Toronto Image Works
Starting Bid: $750
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Lot SA02

I didn't know what time it was
Chukwudubem Ukaigwe
30" x 30"
Ultrasmooth Pigment Print,
Custom Top Mat Frame in
Silver Ornate Frame, AR
Glass 70% UV PRO

Rising Star Award of Merit
Starting Bid: $500

Lot SA03

Muscle Beach
Mara Gajic
30" x 30"
Baryta Fine Art Print,
Custom Baby Green Frame,
AR Glass 70% UV PRO

Award of Merit
Starting Bid: $500
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The SNAP Photo Competition Jury would like to congratulate
all artists who were selected to be part of the 2021 Photo
Competition Collection:
Olanrewaju Abiola
Alexander Alter
Daniel Alvarado
Elizabeth Au-Yeung
Wayne Bristow
Jeff Curran
David Currie
Janet Dwyer
Adrian Fish
Rafael Flores
Mara Gajic
Monica Gupta
Lindsi Hollend
Shaheen Karolia

Kyungmin Kate Lee
Suzan Mandla
Judy McPhee
Russel Monk
Boon Ong
Lorraine Parow
Atia Pokorny
Melissa Rempel
Tom Ridout
Chukwudubem Ukaigwe
Josie Van Ryn
Henry VanderSpek

Photo Competition
Collection

Caret-Left SA14: A Good Book,
Wayne Bristow

Caret-Left SA24: Que Seurat Seurat,
Monica Gupta

CARET-DOWN SA19: Date Palm
Plantation, Adrian Fish

Jeannie Baxter
Leah Allyce Canali
Erica Chi
Simon Clements
Ellen Davidson
Matt Eldracher
Rita Godlevskis
Maryann James
Patrick Lightheart

Tess McLean
Clare Mintzer
Wendy Palmer
Sonja Scharf
Adam Sherkin
Darya Shlyk
Melanie Trojkovic
Perry Tung
Sum Wong

Thank You

In an unprecedented year, SNAP is extremely grateful to
the dedicated work of our fantastic community without
whom this event would not be possible. ACT staff extend
our sincerest thanks to the highly skilled and esteemed
individuals who have committed their time since 2019 to
make SNAP@Home the best photography event in Toronto.

And a special thank you to all the event volunteers
who keep everything running smoothly!
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Presenting Sponsor

Auction Partners

Focus Sponsors

Airline Partner

Live Auction Framing

Limited Edition Collection

Silent Auction Framing

Printing

Supporter

©WienTourismus/P.Bauer

SNAP@home Sponsors
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#ViennaNow

Exclusive Wine Partner

europride2019.vienna.info

EuroPride
June 1–16, 2019
Beer Partner

Media Partner

IN FOCUS:
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR A CAUSE

LA PHOTOGRAPHIE
AU SERVICE D’UNE
DIGNE CAUSE

We are proud to support ACT in bringing
crucial prevention, education and
outreach programs to the communities
most affected by HIV.

Nous sommes fiers d’appuyer ACT dans
son travail de prévention, d’éducation
et de sensibilisation dans les collectivités
les plus touchées par le VIH.

aircanada.com

aircanada.com
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Providing creative solutions for all things art
What guides us in our approach to art services
is our commitment to quality craftsmanship
& innovative design

•customized framing
•fine art printing
•crating & art shipping
•art services

akashaar t.com
204D carlton street toronto, on m5a 2l1 647.348.0104
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framing

crating

conservation

C

M

Y

CM

storage

museumpros.com

since 1994

installation

MY

CY

CMY

K

fabrication

Trius-AD_5.15x3.77-CMYK-wBleeds_Feb2019.indd 1

transport

import/export

2/28/2019 11:40:03 AM
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Artist Index

LA25
LA15
SA14
LA11
LA42
LA20
LA35
LA31
LA39
LA28
LA37
LA12
LA41
LA02
LA06
SA19
SA03
LA05
LA38

Adams, Patrick J
Angelucci, Sara
Bristow, Wayne
Browne, Jordan
Burdeny, David
Byrne, George
Carnie, Bob
Choisy, Samuel
Comber, Becky
Côté, Martine
Cronenberg, Caitlin
Custodio, Danny
Dinnick, Sarah
Facciponte, Fausta
Ferri, John
Fish, Adrian
Gajic, Mara
Gertler, Miles
Goldstein, Dina

SA24
LA14
LA43
LA03
LA33
LA22
LA01
LA40
LA23
LA27
LA08
LE01-15
SA01
LA19
LA26
LA18
LA10
LA30
LA21
LA36
LA04
LA29
LA09
LA32
LA13
LA34
LA16
LA07
SA02
LA17
LA44

Gupta, Monica
Jensen-Nagle, Joshua
Johnson, Richard
Koukos, Tony
Kuras, Karolina
Leverty, Heidi
Limit, Jimmy
Lum, Morris
Lusztyk, Peter Andrew
Mak ,Virginia
McLean, Duncan C.
McLeod, Alex
Monk, Russel
Morton, Ella
Murnaghan, Lucas
Nahmias, Jordan
Nederveen, Steven
Ness, Moira
O'Hara, Finn
Perreault, Jason
Petelko, Laura Jane
Philomene, Laurence
Plexman, Matthew
Pratt, Ned
Randolph, Curtiss
Shepherd, Chris
Sjaarda, Kristin
Spitzer, Kali
Ukaigwe, Chukqudubem
Van Der Hout, Ryan
Zilberberg, Alice

